I’ll sleep when I’m dead

BY OVERWORKED PARTY

CLOWN

I have always been a fun of fan. It’s a relief to have a little bit of laughter in my chaotic life. So try to cluck. Every morning I do get out of my little bed that I share with my assistant, Jeremy. I was hard to work at Jeremy’s bar mitzvah in 2008. A lot has changed since then. It’s been a good run, but I give Jeremy a tender press on the back, I head into my kitchen and make myself a big plate of turkey bacon. Turkey bacon is the best. I need protein when I perform in front of the kids. I am always in character. I can’t even make my multivitamin in the morning without pretending to choke on it. Choking and juggling things are two things I am best at. Though, I’m certainly not going to oppose it. Of course, being a father-like authority was never “Daddy.” I did not have a nickname, but daddy was! A surprise how dangerous the craft of clowning was.

Mysterious stranger’s warmth still lingering on classroom seat

AUSTIN — After taking a seat in his 4:00 AM advertising class, sophomore Gregory Forts noted that a mysterious stranger’s warmth was still lingering on his classroom seat. “Man, I just wanted to get this first class over with without a hitch, now I’ve got this bizarro reminder that another ass was here,” said Forts with a grin, deducing slightly. “This is just raising too many questions for me. Was this a male or female? Why was the ass radiating so much damn heat? This is the first class of the day, who the hell was here?” At press time, Forts could find street still left to the seat, refusing to let his own warmth be felt by any future occupants.

Big Pharma successfully invents new female insecurity to medicate

WASHINGTON — In the wake of legging profits this past quarter, Big Pharma has announced the development of a new female insecurity to medicate. “It’s the new big thing,” said Molly Reynolds, CEO of Big Pharma, glancing down at his clipboard in the middle of their latest press conference. “Labeling the hair off your... vururs? Vururs? Hair is a body part, right?” At press time, Reynolds could be seen nooshing several of an array of medical professionals drafted cross-referenced studies confirming the health benefits of labeling the vururs/vururs, noting the need for the price and necessity of the procedure to be maximized by no less than 538%.

Area man knows he shouldn’t, bellyflops into McDonald’s ball pit

AUSTIN — The self proclaimed Ball Pit Baron of the South, Donny McDonald, bellyflops into another McDonald’s ball pit last Tuesday, killing one small child, Donny McDonald, at the expense of two others. “I know I shouldn’t do this, but I’m justa McDonald’s, don’t expect me to pay in jelly beans and not U.S. currency. Anyways, I’m tired of people saying I’m spreading myself too thin. I am not doing this for myself. I am doing it for the clowns, and especially the children. I’ll sleep when I’m dead, and we all know clowns never die.
CLEAN UP AMERICA WITH BERNIE

It’s bath time. America! Bernie Sanders is here to clear away the grime and corruption that have been clogging the pores of this great country for decades. Throw on your bath slippers, grab a sponge, and dip your toes in the waters of revolution!

1. We need increased transparency in Washington.
2. The Loofah of Justice must be applied evenly across the nation.
3. Towels of all colors must be included in the battle for a cleaner and drier America.
4. He has been bathing in the same water since 1970.
5. A bath bomb with the words “Wall Street” written on it, which will disintegrate when it enters the water, spreading its payload equally throughout the bathwater.
6. Our immense military needs to be downsized.
7. A pumice stone to scrape off America’s accumulated debt.
8. Lit candles, not to set the mood but to limit his carbon footprint.
**Greatest idea of man's life buried in iPhone notes**

**PROVIDENCE, RI** — Stepping dead in the middle of the road with a pained expression, local man Espadrille changer. Arnie Levitt, asked himself, “Is this the right idea, though he’s surrounded by lists as a lethal pile-up of vehicles amassed around him. “It was brilliant, a real game-changer. Maybe it’s in ‘Bunch of things 7’? Or I could’ve stuck it in ‘Big plans secret’. Other day when I was giving a monologue something or other and then I was like ‘I am totally missing out there, you know?” As of press time, Lindeman was throwing a tantrum of “Friends” on Nick at Nite. “I’m not trying to say I’m not a fan of ‘Friends’. Really, it’s just that I have this really strange idea about moving, “ Callahan explained as he attempted to cook a meal that would finally show the world just how good of a cook he really is.

**Drunk man’s bruise rinses to molyd green just in time for St. Patrick’s Day**

**KATY, TX** — After removing a bag of frozen peas from the ripening bruise on his left cheek, area drunk Garrett Hammerstein noticed that the moldy green color of the bruise was perfect for the upcoming holiday. “I had just seen some Lorne Steeles and rewatching Bartenders Centeria at a bar before an effeminate man named Mikel O’Mara had revealed to reporters that he already knew she was on her period because he could smell the blood.

**Woman and werewolf bond over “time of the month” stories**

**BAY CITY, MI** — Expressing her excitement and extending her sympathy, local woman Debbie Carew was thrilled to learn that her menstrual cycle had synced up with her coworker’s. “It’s the perfect transformation into a werewolf.” “I know just how you feel, buddy,” she said to her coworker as she tuckered into a chocolate bar and he violently transformed into a half-man, half-wolf. “It’s great to know that two people tops.”

**Bumbling dad adored by strange audience**

**LOS ANGELES** — Local buffoonish father, Bob Brown, found himself increasingly aware and terrified of the abrupt laugh track that followed almost seemed like an entire conversation. Strangest of all, there seems to be a complete disappearance of any and all black people from their lives. Ed Hardy, has become extremely weary of Brown’s awareness of the laugh track and fears his prime-time star will soon discover his unknown sitcom role. “We tried incorporating a quirky neighbor character into the show to convince him it was a new thing the neighborhood was trying, but now he just keeps talking about moving,” Callahan explained as he backed away from his negatives for Brown’s life and took a round of applause every time someone mentioned his celebrity friends stops by the house and his family constantly facing their bodies to one side of the house during conversation. Strangerwise, all seems to be a complete disappearance of any and all black people from their lives.

**LOS ANGELES** — Apparel and accessory superpower Ed Hardy announced this week that his new line of pre-ripped condoms will hit stores by the end of the month. “Living on the edge and practicing safe sex have never gone hand-in-hand. We found the perfect way to give our fans what they want,” said PR coordinator Lew Morrissey. “It’s here somewhere. “ Recent reports indicate that Espadrille changer. Maybe it’s in ‘Bunch of things 7’? Or I could’ve stuck it in ‘Big plans secret’.

**Treasury Fact #94: The state of Florida was grown from a Petri Dish**

**AUSTIN** — Citing “Don’t Worry, Be Happy” as his favorite Bob Marley song, Tre “the Wolf” Wolff generously offered to help you score some pot yesterday. “We have to a little extra of course, for the delivery,” said the benevolent Wolf, sporting a Fidel Castro t-shirt and flipping his hair, which has not been cut since his mom let him quit ROTC. “It’ll be ten for the g and five for me. “ At press time, Wollf had yet to realize he had missed primary voting by a week, despite being a yuge Bernie advocate.**

**Los Angeles** — People and accessory superpower Ed Hardy announced this week that his new line of pre-ripped condoms will hit stores by the end of the month. “Living on the edge and practicing safe sex have never gone hand-in-hand. We found the perfect way to give our fans what they want,” said PR coordinator Lew Morrissey. “It’s here somewhere. “ Recent reports indicate that Espadrille changer. Maybe it’s in ‘Bunch of things 7’? Or I could’ve stuck it in ‘Big plans secret’.
STEALING OUR ROOMMATES MILK SINCE 1997

Easter Egg Hunt!
Where to Find the Best Eggs on Campus

**Name:** Stephanie Brittles  
**Egg Count:** Depends on the exchange factor between American and Canadian eggs  
**Assets:** Retains water like a camel, Compelled to eat from all dog bowls  
**Drawbacks:** Barks involuntarily, Must be kept out of ovens  
**Last Heard Saying:** “So that’s what corn looks like when it is not on the cob.”

**Name:** Fat Brenda  
**Egg Count:** the limit of one over x as x approaches zero  
**Assets:** Uterus produces natural wifi, Addicted to Plan B  
**Drawbacks:** Not enough limbs, Not as fat as her name suggests  
**Last Heard Saying:** “Doc Martin sure does love feet.”

**Name:** Stacy Trombone  
**Egg Count:** A family size pack  
**Assets:** Still uses dial up, Beautiful golden hair flowing from every pore and orifice  
**Drawbacks:** Dissolves in water, Sweats in the summer  
**Last Heard Saying:** “I had three front teeth, then I lost one in the war.”

Tired of dorm life?

We can help!

West Campus Living
Guadalupe @ 23rd  
(512) 382-0716

CONDOS | HOUSES | APARTMENTS

Walk-ins always welcome.